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This article details application of a physics-based cellular automata (CA) computational
approach to model seismic events in an idealized linear-elastic medium. Application of
rectangular-celled CA to the seismic problem is shown to yield discrete equations equiva-
lent to the centered-difference ﬁnite difference (FD) approach. However, it is emphasized
that the discrete equations are arrived at from the ‘bottom up’ using local rules vice ‘top-
down’ discretization of global partial differential equations. A further distinction between
the two methods concerns the location of stresses and its impact on boundary conditions:
the CA approach assigns stresses to the cell faces while the FD approach assigns stress col-
located with displacement components at a single node. These differences may provide
important perspective on modeling arbitrary geometry with a ﬁnite difference-like
approach based on cell assembly, similar to ﬁnite element analysis. Implementation of
the CA paradigm using autonomous, local cells ﬁts naturally with object-oriented program-
ming practices and lends itself readily to distributed computing. Results are provided for an
example ground-shock simulation in which a differentiated Gaussian pulse acts on the sur-
face of a linear-elastic half-space. The CA perspective suggests a simple treatment for the
free-surface boundary condition. Comparison of the computed pressure, shear, and surface
waves to those computed using a staggered-grid ﬁnite difference approach demonstrates
very good agreement. In addition, the simulation results suggest that the CA approach
may exhibit less ‘ringing’ as waves pass, and more symmetry in left-ward and right-ward
moving waves. Future directions exploiting attractive attributes of the CA approach are
suggested, to include large-scale simulation, multi-resolution analysis, and coupled-ﬁeld
modeling.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
John von Neumann (1966) of Princeton’s Institute for Advanced Study is generally credited with proposing and imple-
menting the ﬁrst cellular automata (CA) simulation models in the late 1940s. In brief, the CA approach discretizes a domain
into individual cells whose state evolves via (usually simple) rules on the cell’s state and its neighbors’ states. Evolution oc-
curs over discrete steps, where each step executes the rules on the domain’s cells. Formally, the rules can be interpreted to be
discrete mappings from a set of states to a new state:/jðr; tkþ1Þ ¼ Rjðuðr; tkÞ; uðrþ d1; tkÞ; . . . ;uðrþ dn; tkÞÞ; j ¼ 1; . . . ;m; ð1:1Þ
where r denotes a lattice position or site uniquely deﬁning a cell, tk and tk+1 denote current and previous time,m denotes the
number of state variables stored by each cell in the collection u, /j denotes one of these state variables, d1, . . . ,dn denote vec-. All rights reserved.
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/j. The rule set R consists of all rules Rj.
Since the time of von Neumann’s early work, a large number of studies have applied CA to model a diverse number of
problems, particularly in the social sciences: trafﬁc ﬂow (Schreckenburg et al., 1995), ﬁre spread (Green et al., 1990), disease
epidemics (Zorzenon dos Santos and Coutinho, 2001), and artiﬁcial life exercises such as John Conway’s Game of Life (Gard-
ner, 1970), which was only later recognized to be a type of cellular automata simulation. Physics-based CA modeling fol-
lowed (Chopard and Droz, 1998), particularly in the areas of lattice gas statistical mechanics, diffusion processes,
reaction–diffusion processes, phase transitions, and phenomenological models of wave propagation.
The application of CA to problems in solid mechanics have been sparse, and where present, have mostly treated the con-
tinuum as cells connected to neighboring cells by elastic (Olami et al., 1992; Abdellaoui et al., 2002; Canyurt and Hajela,
2005) or elastic and plastic (Popov and Psakhie, 2001) links. The link parameters are then matched to the materials studied,
but as noted by one research team (Canyurt and Hajela, 2005), the Poisson effect is not modeled precisely for an arbitrary
material. In addition, this approach does not generalize well to arbitrary constitutive laws such as those used in hyperelas-
ticity, plasticity, or rubber elasticity. Others have approached the solid problem in a manner similar to the well-developed
Lattice Boltzmann technique for gases and liquids (a type of CA). Xiao (2007) studied elastic wave propagation in this manner
and carried out the analysis on a one-dimensional domain. Still others (Khvastunkov and Leggoe, 2004) have equated a ﬁnite
element with a cellular automaton and studied random spatial heterogeneity distributions, however it is not clear that the
cellular automata approach has been adapted in a meaningful way other than to introduce random distributions in the ﬁnite
elements.
A particularly intriguing aspect of cellular automata modeling in application to physics-based problems is its bottom-up
nature and the resulting side-step of the discrete-to-continuum-to-discrete paradox exhibited by more commonly used ap-
proaches. For example, in the establishment of the classical continuum elastodynamic equations, the balance of forces is per-
formed on a discrete inﬁnitesimal element. This leads to global continuum equations, which are later returned to a discrete
form in a variety of established computational approaches: ﬁnite element methods, Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin methods, ﬁ-
nite difference methods, etc. These computational approaches can all be considered top-down as they start with a general law
or principle, usually in partial differential equation (PDE) form, and work downwards to determine the behavior of subse-
quent discrete entities. Some notable exceptions should be mentioned. Wave propagation in structural elements, such as
an elastic rod (one-dimensional), can be treated locally without resort to a PDE using a lumped mass treatment (which is
equivalent to ﬁrst-order ﬁnite differencing); however more general elastic continua do not admit such a treatment. Finite
element techniques, taken from the element perspective, are a local treatment in which elements exert forces on shared
nodes, however the technique still requires an upfront formulation of a continuum relationship (PDE) valid over the element
domain, followed then by element development. Furthermore, the sharing of nodes makes it difﬁcult to assign a unique state,
such as a set of nodal displacements and velocities, to any one element. Cellular automata, on the other hand, starts at the
bottom with discrete entities (cells) holding individual states governed by a small set of rules, without the need to introduce
further a continuum, a PDE, and subsequent discretization. The global behavior emerges from the assembly. To continue the
analogy, as one might expect, the two approaches (top-down and bottom-up) may meet in themiddle, a result established in
this work for elastodynamics.
The intent of this study is to detail a cellular automata-centric approach to modeling a continuous solid. The approach
allows for arbitrary constitutive models – i.e., it does not build a formulation based on cells linked by structural-like ele-
ments – and as such appropriately models the Poisson effect. In fact, it is shown that the developed approach applied to uni-
form rectangular cells yields discrete equations similar to those resulting from a center-differenced ﬁnite difference
approach. The method is implemented in a straight-forward manner into a readily-available cellular automata simulation
tool1 known as RePast (North et al., 2006). Veriﬁcation results are provided for an example ground-shock simulation in which
a differentiated Gaussian pulse on the surface of a continuum half-space generates the expected pressure, shear, and surface
waves. Comparisons to waves computed using a staggered-grid ﬁnite difference approach demonstrate very good agreement.
2. Development
In this section, a two-dimensional linear-elastic continuum is discretized into rectangular cellular automata and a rule set
R is developed for evolving each cell’s state u. Extensions to higher-dimensional continuum described by non-linear consti-
tutive behavior are envisioned and considered for future work. Extensions also include generalization of the method to arbi-
trary cell shape.
The discretized domain considered consists of equally-sized rectangular cells assumed to obey a linear isotropic material
law. Fig. 1a depicts a small subset of the domain. Each cell (i, j) stores displacements in the x- and y-direction, denoted by i,jux
and i,juy, respectively. Each cell must also store x- and y-components of velocity, i,jvx and i,jvy, respectively, and the external
force ﬁeld acting at its location in space.1 RePast is an agent-based modeling (ABM) platform appropriate for looking at agents moving on a cellular landscape. CA is a subset of ABM in which the
agents are not present and instead state evolution occurs solely for the cellular landscape.
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Fig. 1. (a) Cellular automata discretization and (b–d) cells used in the displacement evolution equations.
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Moore neighbors2 (see Fig. 1a), as described in detail below. The evolution of its displacements and velocities follows from bal-
ance laws in the form F =ma, where F = {Fx Fy}T is a vector with x and y components denoting the sum of all forces acting on the
cell, m denotes the cell’s mass, and a ¼ f _vx _vygT ¼ f€ux €uygT is a vector denoting the cell’s acceleration. Note that superscript T
denotes transpose and an overdot. denotes a time derivative such that _vx represents the ﬁrst time derivative of the x-component
of velocity and €ux represents the second derivative of ux. When required to resolve ambiguity, left subscripts i, jmay be added to
any quantity to denote that the quantity in question belongs to cell (i, j).
In this work, the forces acting on a cell arise from one of three sources: internal stress on a cell’s face, external stress (trac-
tion) applied to a cell face, or a net external force acting through the center of a cell (such as gravity). For the two-dimen-
sional problem considered, the Voigt form3 conveniently represents stress in vector form by r ¼ frxx ryy rxygT, and the
corresponding strain by e ¼ fexx eyy 2exygT ¼ fux;x uy;y ðux;y þ uy;xÞgT, where a comma denotes differentiation with the proceeding
quantity. For an isotropic medium, considered henceforth, the stress vector and strain vector are related by a constitutive rela-
tionship of the form r = Ce,2 von
as show
3 SeeNeumann neighbors in rectangular CA refer to the four face-contacting cells; Moore neighbors include an additional four corner-contacting neighbors,
n in Fig. 1a.
, for example, Hughes, T.J.R., 1987, The Finite Element Method, 2nd edition, Prentice-Hall, NJ, p. 83.
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3
75; ð2:1Þwhere k and l denote Lamé constants related to the material’s Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio m by k ¼ mEð1þmÞð12mÞ and
l ¼ E2ð1þmÞ. The latter material relationships hold for plane strain geometry and loading; plane stress geometry and loading
(Hughes, 1987) take the same form as (2.1) with k replaced by k ¼ 2klkþ2l. Stresses give rise to forces acting on a face when mul-
tiplied by the facial area, either wDx or wDy, where w denotes the domain’s width in the third dimension (out of the plane)
and Dx, Dy denote the lengths of the cell sides in the plane.
Fig. 1 depicts the considerations necessary to derive displacement evolution equations from Newton’s law. A Moore
neighborhood, as deﬁned by Fig. 1a, surrounds each interior cell – boundary cells are special cases discussed later. The cells
in the Moore neighborhood are used in varying degrees to deﬁne the internal forces, as shown in Fig. 1b, acting on the cell’s
right, left, top, and bottom faces. These forces are ultimately expressed in displacement form using the isotropic constitutive
relationship and the strain vector. Cell-dependent density and Lamé constants capture material heterogeneity, where effects
of heterogeneity in a single cell are neglected. The ordered rectangular domain greatly simpliﬁes neighbor determination
since integer increments and decrements of i and j give the 8 neighboring cells. More general treatments which do not em-
ploy an ordered lattice and indices can be formulated using an object representation of each cell (in the sense of object-ori-
ented programming practices), where each object holds pointers to neighboring objects. These pointers would allow access
to neighbors’ states. This treatment facilitates in a natural manner the topological tasks of inclusion and deletion of cells, and
lumping or splitting of cells, via updating of the neighbor pointers. Traditional ﬁnite difference stencils and their implemen-
tation, in comparison, have severe limitations on the topology changes possible once the simulation has commenced.
2.1. Tensile forces
First considered are the tensile stresses (and hence forces) on each face of cell (i, j), which result from (a) normal strains in
the direction of the outward normal to the face, and (b) from normal strains in the opposite direction to the outward normal
– also known as Poisson effects. The two will be distinguished as Type I and Type II, respectively.
Fig. 1c depicts the neighbor cell used in calculating the Type I tensile force on cell (i, j)’s right face, which is deemed a
positive face based on its outward normal pointing in the positive x-direction. Positive faces use a ﬁrst-order forwards-dif-
ferencing approximation to calculate Type I strains, while negative faces use a ﬁrst-order backwards-differencing approxi-
mation. Lamé constants for all Type I strains are averaged for the two cells used in the calculation. Together, these two
considerations serve to self-equilibrate a face – i.e., by example, iþ1;jrleftxx ¼ i;jrrightxx is insured. Faces do not have mass and must
therefore experience zero net force. Fig. 1d depicts the neighbor cells used in calculating the right face’s Type II normal
strains arising from Poisson effects. A net elongation (or contraction) of the three neighboring cells, relative to the cell’s
own elongation (or contraction) results in a transverse strain which is contracted (or extended). For Type II strains, Lamé
constants do not need averaging in order to ensure face equilibrium, however it is expected that the stability of the resulting
numerical implementation will be improved when employing averaging. Averaging also insures a convergent approach, for
continuous property changes, as the cell size decreases. Further research is required to handle discontinuous property
changes along irregular interfaces – the interested reader is referred to Sochacki et al. (1991) for elastic interface treatments
applicable to general numerical schemes. The Type II procedure is followed for all four faces. In total, the tensile forces on the
(i, j) cell are then given by,Ftopy ¼ ðwDxÞrtopyy ¼ ðwDxÞ
k^þ 2l^
Dy
ði;jþ1uy  i;juyÞ þ k
_
2
iþ1;jþ1ux  i1;jþ1ux
2Dx
þ k
^
2
iþ1;jux  i1;jux
2Dx
 !" #
; ð2:2aÞ
Fbottomy ¼ ðwDxÞrbottomyy ¼ ðwDxÞ
k^þ 2l^
Dy
ði;juy  i;j1uyÞ þ k
_
2
iþ1;j1ux  i1;j1ux
2Dx
þ k
^
2
iþ1;jux  i1;jux
2Dx
 !" #
; ð2:2bÞ
Frightx ¼ ðwDyÞrrightxx ¼ ðwDyÞ
k^þ 2l^
Dx
ðiþ1;jux  i;juxÞ þ k
_
2
iþ1;jþ1uy  iþ1;j1uy
2Dy
þ k
^
2
i;jþ1uy  i;j1uy
2Dy
 !" #
; ð2:2cÞ
Fleftx ¼ ðwDyÞrleftxx ¼ ðwDyÞ
k^þ 2l^
Dx
ði;jux  i1;juxÞ þ k
_
2
i1;jþ1uy  i1;j1uy
2Dy
þ k
^
2
i;jþ1uy  i;j1uy
2Dy
 !" #
; ð2:2dÞwhere averaged Type I Lamé constants are denoted by k^; l^ and Type II by k
_
; k
^
. The context for the cells used in averaging each
Lamé constant follows from the indices of the displacement components being multiplied in (2.2). Terms underlined are dis-
cussed later in the section.
2.2. Shear forces
Analogous to the tensile force calculation, the shear forces decompose into two types. Fig. 1c and d depict the neighbor
cell used in calculating the shear forces on the right face of cell (i, j). Type I shear on the right face results from the more
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shear strains, while negative faces use a backwards-differencing approximation. The Type II shear results from uy,x present in
the shear strain, which does not easily intuit physically. On the right face, for example, the face experiences a shearing force
when the cell contacting it (i.e., its right neighbor) has a uy differing from the cell itself. There is not a cell in contact with the
right face which has a Dy, and thus for the right face, ux,y does not generate a physical shearing force. Instead, this term is
calculated in a manner analogous to the Poisson tensile stress such that faces are self-equilibrating and positive/negative
faces use a set of forwards/backwards cells. The resulting shear forces on each face are given by,4 NotFtopx ¼ ðwDxÞrtopxy ¼ ðwDxÞ l^ i;jþ1
ux  i;jux
Dy
þ l
_
2
iþ1;jþ1uy  i1;jþ1uy
2Dx
þ l
^
2
iþ1;juy  i1;juy
2Dx
 !" #
; ð2:3aÞ
Fbottomx ¼ ðwDxÞrbottomxy ¼ ðwDxÞ l^ i;j
ux  i;j1ux
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þ l
_
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2Dx
þ l
^
2
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 !" #
; ð2:3bÞ
Frighty ¼ ðwDyÞrrightxy ¼ ðwDyÞ l^ iþ1;j
uy  i;juy
Dx
þ l
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Flefty ¼ ðwDyÞrleftxy ¼ ðwDyÞ l^ i;j
uy  i1;juy
Dx
þ l
_
2
i1;jþ1ux  i1;j1ux
2Dy
þ l
^
2
i;jþ1ux  i;j1ux
2Dy
 !" #
: ð2:3dÞ2.3. Balance of momentum
The balance of momentum, see Fig. 1b, for each cell yields,ðqwDxDyÞ _vx ¼ Fexternalx þ Frightx þ Ftopx  Fleftx  Fbottomx
 
; ð2:4aÞ
ðqwDxDyÞ _vy ¼ Fexternaly þ Frighty þ Ftopy  F lefty  Fbottomy
 
; ð2:4bÞwhere external forces acting through the cell’s center are given by Fexternalx and F
external
y , and mass density of the cell is given by
q. Note that signiﬁcant cancellation occurs in the Type II tensile and shear forces (terms underlined in (2.3)–(2.4)), however
the cancelled terms are still important to insure self-equilibrating faces and in application of boundary conditions.
Closer inspection of (2.4), as detailed next, demonstrates that the cellular automata approach, using rectangular cells,
yields center-differenced global formulae for homogenous and isotropic media. Note that recent studies have shown it is
important to have ‘perfect’ centered-differences to avoid spectral pollution, or spurious modes (Zhao, 2007). The center-dif-
ferenced character of the approach is veriﬁed by compiling the forcing terms and comparing them to center-differenced
approximations applied to a set of global balance equations. The continuum balance equation in second-order form, in
the y-direction for example, can be written as q€uy ¼ oryyoy þ orxyox .4 In the absence of external forces, the net force on a differential
volume dV arises from the right-hand side of this equation multiplied by dV, which can be related to displacements via intro-
duction of the constitutive model,ðqdVÞ€uy ¼ wdydx oryyoy þ
orxy
ox
 
¼ wdydx ðkþ 2lÞ o
2uy
oy2
þ k o
2ux
oxoy
þ l o
2ux
oxoy
þ l o
2uy
ox2
" #
: ð2:5ÞIn comparison, the compiled form of (2.4b) with zero external force can be expressed as,ðqwDxDyÞ _vyðwDxDyÞ kþ 2lDy
i;jþ1uy  i;juy
Dy
 i;juy  i;j1uy
Dy
 
þ k
2Dy
iþ1;jþ1ux  i1;jþ1ux
2Dx
 iþ1;j1ux  i1;j1ux
2Dx
  
þ ðwDyDxÞl 1
Dx
iþ1;juy  i;juy
Dx
 i;juy  i1;juy
Dx
 
þ 1
2Dx
iþ1;jþ1ux  iþ1;j1ux
2Dy
 i1;jþ1ux  i1;j1ux
2Dy
  
: ð2:6ÞContrasting (2.5) and (2.6), it can be seen that (2.6) is a centered-difference form of (2.5) where the well-known centered-
difference formulae are deﬁned by,o2ux
oxoy
ﬃ 1
4DxDy
ðiþ1;jþ1ux  i1;jþ1ux þ i1;j1ux  iþ1;j1uxÞ; o
2uy
ox2
ﬃ 1
Dx2
ðiþ1;juy  2i;juy þ i1;juyÞ;
o2uy
oy2
ﬃ 1
Dy2
ði;jþ1uy  2i;juy þ i;j1uyÞ: ð2:7ÞNote that these difference expressions are accurate to second-order. In summary, the rectangular-celled cellular auto-
mata approach and the global ﬁnite difference time-domain approach yield equivalent discrete equations – where CA works
from the bottom-up, and FD works from the top-down. From this perspective, the traditional ﬁnite difference time-domaine that this global continuum equation is not necessary for the CA development – it is only necessary to explore the character of the CA approach.
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hexagonal cells, or non-uniform rectangular cells as needed for a possible multi-resolution approach, are not expected to
yield the same one-to-one equivalence.
2.4. Stepping algorithm
A single step in the CA model is correlated to time by introducing an integer parameter m representing the number of
steps per unit of time – e.g., per second. Varying m allows for ﬁner time resolution and a capability to overcome expected
minimum time step requirements such as the Courant condition. Using ﬁrst-order temporal updates and introducing a
superscript to denote the a value at a given time step, a cell’s velocity at the next step k + 1 is related to the previous step
k via,vkþ1x ¼ vkx þ
1
mqwDxDy
Fexternalx þ Frightx þ Ftopx  Fleftx  Fbottomx
 h i
; ð2:8aÞ
vkþ1y ¼ vky þ
1
mqwDxDy
Fexternaly þ Frighty þ Ftopy  Flefty  Fbottomy
 h i
; ð2:8bÞwhile the cell’s displacement is updated according to,ukþ1x ¼ ukx þ
1
m
vkþ1x ; ð2:8cÞ
ukþ1y ¼ uky þ
1
m
vkþ1y : ð2:8dÞ2.5. Boundary conditions
Two common boundary conditions are developed for use in this work. The ﬁrst, that of a rigid surface, is modeled by set-
ting the displacement and velocity components of the boundary cells to zero at the end of a simulation time step. The second,
that of a free surface, is modeled by the addition of an extra layer of cells, adjacent to the boundary cells and occupying the
free space, whose components of displacement and velocity are determined by enforcing zero stresses on the matching face
of the boundary cells (see (2.2a) and (2.3a)). An applied traction at a free surface is also accommodated by applying its equiv-
alent force at the center of the boundary cells.
The free-surface condition is developed next, speciﬁcally for the boundary cells at j = 1, by setting the j = 1 cells’ bottom-
face stresses to zero and solving for the j = 0 displacement components. In order to solve uniquely for i,0ux and i,0uy for all i,
the expressions for i;1rbottomxy and i;1r
bottom
yy must be developed using upwind-differencing only:i;1r
bottom
xy ¼ l^ i;1
ux  i;0ux
Dy
þ l^ iþ1;1uy  i1;1uy
2Dx
 
; ð2:9aÞ
i;1r
bottom
yy ¼
k^þ 2l^
Dy
ði;1uy  i;0uyÞ þ k
^
2Dx
ðiþ1;1ux  i1;1uxÞ: ð2:9bÞUpwind-differencing is physically justiﬁed as it can be argued that k = l = 0 in the extra layer, or free-surface cells, and
hence their associated displacements do not contribute to Type II tensile and shear stress. Setting the stresses in (2.9) to zero
yields the desired conditions on i,0ux and i,0uy,i;0ux ¼ i;1ux þ Dy l
^
2Dxl^
ðiþ1;1uy  i1;1uyÞ; ð2:10aÞ
i;0uy ¼ i;1uy þ k
^
Dy
2ðk^þ 2l^ÞDx ðiþ1;1ux  i1;1uxÞ: ð2:10bÞ2.6. Reported stresses
The stress vector r ¼ rxx ryy rxyf gT, which is not a state variable, but is instead useful for reporting purposes, follows
from the calculation of the displacements at each step. A subset of stresses is located at each of the four faces. These stresses
follow from (2.2)–(2.3). For example, on the right face the stresses present are rxx and rxy calculated to be F
right
x =ðwDyÞ and
Frighty =ðwDxÞ, respectively. Reported stresses also include a single von Mises stress for the cell,rv ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðrxx  ryyÞ2 þ r2xx þ r2yy þ 6r2xy
q
; ð2:11Þwhere overbars indicate stresses averaged across the cell – e.g., rxx  12 rleftxx þ rrightxx
 
and rxy  14 rleftxy þ rrightxy þ rtopxy þ rbottomxy
 
.
Fig. 2. Cellular automata elastodynamics simulator.
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The cellular automata model developed in Section 2 forms the basis for a completed two-dimensional linear elastody-
namic simulator, shown in Fig. 2, implemented using the open-source RePast 3.1 Java toolbox. The RePast toolbox allows
for rapid simulator prototyping by providing mature and easily-conﬁgured i/o functionality, user simulation control, and
graphical presentation of information. Building the simulator with an existing CA toolbox also serves to illustrate the CA-cen-
tric nature of the developed model – the rule set is demonstrated to ‘ﬁt’ into a standard CA software paradigm. Furthermore,
the choice of an open-source Java toolbox allows for platform-independent sharing of the completed simulator.5
RePast allows users to quickly build cellular automata simulations by instantiating a Model object, a Space object, and a
Display object (for visualization purposes only). The Model object serves as an interface to the RePast simulation engine and
to the other objects. The Space object contains the rules by which the state of the cellular landscape evolves over a single
time step – in this work, the state of a cell u consists of two displacement components, two velocity components, and
two external force components such that m = 6:5 Theuðr; tkÞ ¼ uxðr; tkÞ;uyðr; tkÞ; vxðr; tkÞ; vyðr; tkÞ; Fexternalx ðr; tkÞ; Fexternaly ðr; tkÞ
n o
: ð3:1ÞNote that in the notation introduced previously, indices i and j uniquely deﬁne the lattice position vector r such that
ux(r, tk) can be expressed in indicial notation as i;jukx; similar indicial notation follows for the other ﬁve state variables. The
rule set R governing the time evolution of u results result from (2.3), (2.5) and prescribed temporal behavior of the external
force. The state u is captured by real numbers, and not integers, and therefore the developed CA is of the continuous type
(Wolfram, 2002).
A cellular automata simulation relies upon a step method in the Space object to update the new state of each cell in the
domain based on the rule set R. Successive calls to the Space step method constitute a simulation. The use of global collec-
tions (e.g., array of cell displacements, stiffness and mass matrices, etc.) is avoided, and instead each cell holds only infor-
mation about its current state and the indices identifying its neighbors. This is especially straight-forward for a uniform
rectangular grid since neighbor’s follow directly from the state’s lattice position, without the need to store explicit neighbor
indices. This paradigm exhibits a high degree of ﬂexibility (e.g., easily accommodates non-uniform cell shapes, heteroge-
neous media, coupled-ﬁeld-effects, etc.) and compactness, and as a result minimizes the occurrence of algorithm and coding
errors. It is also extremely well-suited to parallel processing.
3.1. Perspective on arbitrary geometry
It is well known that ﬁnite difference techniques do not satisfactorily accommodate arbitrary geometry, and have thus
seen limited application in varied-topography seismic analysis and in structural mechanics. In this work, it has been shown
that the CA approach applied to rectangular cells results in equivalent discrete equations, which implies that a ﬁnite differ-
ence-like solution technique valid for arbitrary geometry may result from a change in cell shape. One possibility is suggested
by triangular-shaped cells, as shown in Fig. 3. Tessellation, or meshing, of an arbitrarily-shaped two-dimensional domain viasource-code and/or executable for the completed simulator may be obtained from the author by request.
Fig. 3. Prototypical triangular mesh showing neighbors of an example cell (shaded gray) identiﬁable as von Neumann (shaded yellow) and Moore (shaded
yellow plus non-shaded) neighbors.
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attractive.
The arbitrary triangular mesh exhibits complexities not present in the rectangular mesh. The number of von Neumann
neighbors is ﬁxed at three, however the Moore neighbors (as deﬁned by triangles sharing a vertex with the cell in question)
are mesh-dependent. In addition, the centroids of the neighbors do not share a common x- or y-component and the faces of
the triangles are generally angled relative to any two-dimensional coordinate system employed. Fortunately, storing and
evaluating neighbors and face angles is simpliﬁed by object-oriented programming practices. The remaining difﬁculty would
lay in computing stresses on each triangle’s face. In principle, they could be computed using the displacement components of
the Moore neighbors in a manner similar to the rectangular grid. This requires (1) generalization of the Type I and II classi-
ﬁcation used in Section 2 and (2) evaluation of tangential and normal components of facial stress using neighbor cells’ Carte-
sian displacement components. This remains outside of the scope of this introductory paper and is considered promising
future research.
4. Veriﬁcation, results and discussion
For purposes of veriﬁcation, this section contrasts results computed using the developed cellular automata approach to
those computed using a staggered-grid ﬁnite difference (FD) approach (Schroeder, 2001). Staggered-grid approaches have
gained dominance in the elastodynamic simulation community due to their ease of implementation – ﬁrst-order time deriv-
atives versus second-order and the subsequent ease of implementing boundary conditions – and due to their accuracy, par-
ticularly in concern to anomalous grid dispersion effects (Schroeder, 2001). Note that the chosen staggered-grid approach
(Schroeder, 2001) has received extensive validation via comparison to a far-ﬁeld asymptotic analysis of the seismic problem.
Appendix B provides a brief introduction to the staggered-grid approach.
4.1. Veriﬁcation
The boundary loading of a half-space provides an appropriate test-case for determining the applicability of the seismic
cellular automata approach due to the presence of a free-surface boundary and the excitation of multiple waves, including
a pressure, shear, and Rayleigh surface wave. The propagation speeds for each wave, in terms of the two Lamé parameters
and density, are given by Aki and Richards (2002),cp ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kþ 2l
q
s
; cs ¼
ﬃﬃﬃ
l
q
r
; 0:88cs < cR < 0:95cs; ð4:1Þwhere cp, cs, and cR denote the pressure, shear, and Rayleigh wave speeds, respectively. The Rayleigh wave speed is given as
an inequality since its value is dependent on the Poisson ratio of the medium – larger Poisson ratios yielding faster speeds.
Note that the pressure wave moves with the greatest speed (since k > 0, l > 0) while the shear and Rayleigh waves move at
slower speeds. These waves will be excited in the veriﬁcation simulations through the use of a differentiated Gaussian pulse
(see Appendix A) applied at the free surface.
The three waves expected appear in both the CA and the FD models, as evidenced in stress magnitude plots given in Fig. 4.
The same ﬁgure deﬁnes the parameters used in the simulations. The pressure wave appears as two light-blue regions fur-
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Fig. 4. Simulation results at time 16.0 comparing the developed cellular automata model to a staggered-grid ﬁnite difference model: (a) CA total stress, (b)
FD total stress, (c) scaled CA total stress.
M.J. Leamy / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 4835–4849 4843thest from the source, where the source is located at the top-center of the ﬁgures. The shear wave appears as the cyan re-
gions, while the surface wave appears in the region centered about the dark red.
Note that the peak stress magnitude in the CA model [sub-ﬁgure (a)], corresponding to the Rayleigh wave front, is nearly
20% less than that predicted by the FD model. This is, however, not a difference in the computed stress ﬁeld, but rather a
difference in the location the stress ﬁeld is sampled in the staggered-grid approach versus the CA rectangular grid. To verify,
note ﬁrst that the stress near to the surface is dominated by rxx due to the other stress components being identically zero at
the free surface. In addition, rxx rapidly decays away from the free surface, as evident in Fig. 4. It is an artifact of the stag-
gered-grid approach that rxx is placed directly at the free surface (see Appendix B and Fig. B1), causing the FD simulation to
report a very large stress (rxx = 0.1420). The CA approach, on the other hand, reports stresses at the center of a face, which
in this case is below the surface (rxx = 0.1144). To check stresses at the same location in the domain, the FD predicted rxx at
the ﬁrst row (0.1420) and the second row (0.09053) must be averaged and then compared to that predicted by CA
(0.1144), with the result that the two agree to within 2%.
In order to more easily compare the predicted pressure and shear waves, the CA stress plot is rescaled such that the color
map corresponds directly with the FD color map [sub-ﬁgure (c)]. These waves can be seen to propagate at the same speeds
with the same magnitude, with numerical comparison verifying agreement to within 2% in stress magnitude. As a ﬁnal re-
mark on the predicted waves, it can be noted that the good agreement in wave speeds and magnitude is a strong function of
an accurately modeled free surface – the Rayleigh wave would not exist without the presence of this surface. In both the
staggered-grid FD approach and the CA approach, the free-surface modeling is accomplished with little difﬁculty. This
can be contrasted with the complex free-surface modeling required by second-order ﬁnite difference schemes (Schroeder,
2001) and the discussion in the literature (Zahradnik et al., 1993) as to the appropriateness of various free-surface modeling
techniques.
A ﬁnal comparison is made using the predicted surface waveforms appearing in Fig. 5 as surface velocity magnitudes at
three different points in time. The surface wave predicted by the CAmodel and the FDmodel exhibit good agreement in mag-
nitude and waveform to a degree similar to that observed in the stress comparisons. Note that the CA model exhibits better
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Fig. 5. Simulation results comparing the developed cellular automata model to a staggered-grid ﬁnite difference model: (a) CA surface velocity magnitude,
(b) FD surface velocity magnitude.
4844 M.J. Leamy / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 4835–4849symmetry about the loading point, and also exhibits less numerical ‘ringing’ once the wave fronts pass the center-region of
the domain. Neither simulation has clear advantages in computational efﬁciency as they both are subject to similar time step
constraints and perform similar calculations in determining each displacement component.
4.2. Heterogeneous media
Cellular automata techniques have seen wide application in analyzing material heterogeneity, particularly in probabilistic
microstructure formation – see for example Rappaz and Gandin (1993) for an early study. In a similar manner, the present
M.J. Leamy / International Journal of Solids and Structures 45 (2008) 4835–4849 4845tool allows the effects of heterogeneity present in a continuum to be studied. Note that an interesting follow-on study might
employ a coupled CA technique to study microstructural evolution under the inﬂuence of macroscopic stresses, perhaps aris-
ing from boundary constraints.
A graded material heterogeneity is explored ﬁrst and results are presented in Fig. 6. The material is otherwise identical to
the veriﬁcation study except that it is assumed to have a continuously varying Lamé constant l such that,Fil ¼ lðxÞ ¼ 1þ r x lx
2lx
 
l;where lx denotes the length of the domain in the x-direction, l denotes the average value of l (taken to be that in the ver-
iﬁcation example), and r denotes the strength of the grading. Note that the value of l at the point of loading is l, while points
to the left hold values below l and points to the right hold values above l. This example is chosen, in part, to study the
numerical behavior of the presented approach in terms of the generation of reﬂected and transmitted waves at each cell
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pected results. The total stress capture (Fig. 6a) illustrates waves in the right-half of the domain which have traveled farther
than the left-half, as expected, and with larger stresses (Fig. 6a and b). For context, the homogenous solution is also plotted in
Fig. 6b and c. The surface velocities (Fig. 6c) exhibit the opposite trend, which is required in order for the internal power
present in each surface waveform to be approximately equal. Note that isolating power in a single wave spanning a heter-
ogeneous domain is a non-trivial and inexact calculation, and therefore a direct comparison of powers in the left-ward and
right-ward moving waves has not been attempted. A ﬁnal qualitative check on the computed response comes from the pre-
dicted waveforms, which show no evidence of spurious reﬂected waves from the cell boundaries – note the quiescent re-
sponse between the two traveling waveforms. This can be compared to results generated in the next example of
heterogeneous response.
A second example of heterogeneity is explored for a random material in which the Lamé constants and the density as-
sume a cell-by-cell random distribution:Fig. 7.
the surl ¼ lðx; yÞ ¼ ð1þ r½1;1plðx; yÞÞl;
k ¼ lðx; yÞ ¼ ð1þ r½1;1pkðx; yÞÞk;
q ¼ lðx; yÞ ¼ ð1þ r½1;1pqðx; yÞÞq;where [1,1]p(x,y) denotes a randomly generated number (between 1 and 1) for each x, y pair, nominal values are denoted
by an overbar (taken to be that of the veriﬁcation example), and r denotes the degree of randomness present. Note that the
three parameters have non-correlated randomness, as indicated by the subscript on each random number generator.
Stochastic simulations play a large role in CA simulations, and hence RePast comes equipped with robust random number
generation capability. In addition, great care has been taken in developing RePast to ensure repeatability when reusing the
same initial seed for the random number generator. This infrastructure is leveraged with little effort in producing results for
the random medium.
Fig. 7a–c provide a series of stress plots documenting the effect of an increasing degree of medium randomness on
predicted total stress. Each stress plot should be considered typical in its degree of local spatial variation, as differentX Cell Number
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stress (at the surface) tends to diminish while locations in the interior of the domain respond with large, localized stres-
ses. Overall, the stress waves observed in the homogenous medium lose coherence with increasing r. For a strongly ran-
dom medium (r = 0.75), the surface velocity has been plotted in Fig. 7d for four simulations using different initial seeds
for the random number generator. The plot exhibits several interesting features of the random medium response: ﬁrst,
the surface velocity at a snapshot in time may have greater or lesser magnitude than the homogenous medium depend-
ing on the choice of initial seed. Second, the distance the surface waves travel are essentially unaltered since the mean
of the material properties (and hence wave speeds) over the distance traveled is that of the homogenous medium. Third,
in the surface domain between the left-ward and right-ward moving waves there exists a multitude of traveling waves,
as expected, produced by reﬂections at the cell boundaries where sharp changes in material properties occur. This is in
contrast to the smoothly graded heterogeneous medium, where these reﬂected waves did not appear with any signiﬁ-
cant amplitude.
4.3. Future directions
Several directions for extending the modeling approach detailed herein should be worthy of future consideration. Since it
is a cellular automata approach, the approach is compact and readily parallel. It also admits material heterogeneity through
the speciﬁcation of cell material properties, and discretization heterogeneity through the speciﬁcation of cell geometry and
boundary conditions. These considerations, together, should make a three-dimensional approach useful for large-scale sim-
ulation of seismic and blast events, such as ground-shock in layered, heterogeneous media or blast propagation across a city
landscape.
Developing a multi-resolution simulation is a second promising avenue for future consideration. The developed CA ap-
proach is a C1-approximation to the displacement and velocity ﬁelds. Without the strict requirement of maintaining con-
tinuity, cells may be divided into further cells (higher resolution), or may be lumped into a single cell (lower resolution), with
little implementation or numerical difﬁculty. Accuracy, however, should still be an important consideration. The local, vice
global, perspective of the CA approach also allows simple addition or deletion of cells through the updating of the neighbor
indices stored in affected cells.
Coupled simulations using the CA paradigm may also prove useful in avoiding complexities associated with developing
and solving coupled-ﬁeld PDEs. Cellular automata relies upon relatively simple rules between neighboring cells. Building the
coupling at this level may prove more effective, or at least more conducive to simulation. Examples would include ﬂuid–
structure interaction, or possibly transmission of charged-particles through an electric and/or magnetic ﬁeld.
5. Concluding remarks
A cellular automata approach has been developed and veriﬁed for predicting seismic elastodynamic response. For uni-
form rectangular cells, the CA approach yields centered-difference discrete equations. Using direct comparison with results
generated by a staggered-grid ﬁnite difference approach, it has been demonstrated that the CA approach accurately capture
waves arising from a surface load, including pressure, shear, and surface waves. In fact, the cellular automata approach
shows some advantages over the staggered-grid ﬁnite difference method in decreasing ‘ringing’ present after waves have
passed a region in the domain, and in maintaining symmetry in the left-ward and right-ward moving waves. It is anticipated
that the generality of the approach with respect to cell shape and medium heterogeneity, together with its appropriateness
for parallel processing, will prove advantageous in developing large-scale ground-shock and blast simulators. It is also antic-
ipated that the same techniques developed herein may be useful in coupled-ﬁeld simulations (e.g., ﬂuid–structure interac-
tion) where simple neighbor-dependent rules may side-step complexities associated with developing and solving coupled
PDEs.
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Appendix A. Differentiated gaussian pulse
The Gaussian function (i.e., the standard ‘bell curve’) is given bygðxÞ ¼ 1
r
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p eðxlÞ
2
2r2 ; ðA:1Þwhere l denotes the mean and r denotes the standard deviation. Differentiating once with respect to the independent var-
iable x gives the differentiated Gaussian pulse,
Fig. B1.
interior
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r3
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p eðxlÞ
2
2r2 : ðA:2ÞIt is convenient to look at the spectral content of g0(x) by inspecting its Fourier transform, which here will be denoted by
~g0ðcÞ, and to look for a zero slope of its peak, indicating a peak center frequency. Note that the magnitude of the Fourier trans-
formation of g0(x),j~g0ðcÞj ¼ cﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p e12c2r2 ðA:3Þis very similar in functional form to a centered (i.e, zero mean) differentiated Gaussian. Differentiating j~g0ðcÞj, it is found that
dj~g0ðcÞj
dc
¼ 1 c
2r2ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2p
p e12c2r2 ; ðA:4Þwhich has a zero at its left and right peaks when r ¼  1c. As a result, the center frequency is related to the standard deviation
by its inverse. Introducing frequency f measured in Hz (c = 2pf), the center frequency in Hz is given byfcf ¼ 12pr : ðA:5ÞWith this relationship, given a center frequency fcf and a desired mean l, an appropriate differentiated Gaussian pulse can be
designed via (A.2) and (A.5). The maximum value of the differentiated Gaussian occurs when x = l  r and equals
ﬃﬃ
2
p
2r2
e1=2ﬃﬃ
p
p ,
which allows for normalization of the pulse amplitude.
Appendix B. Staggered-grid ﬁnite difference approach
The veriﬁcation of the cellular automata approach is accomplished via comparisons to a staggered-grid ﬁnite difference
approached detailed by Schroeder (2001). This approach employs x to measure distance parallel to the surface and z to mea-
sure distance below the surface. The wave motion in the interior domain can be described by a linear set of partial differ-
ential equations,Staggered grid used with centered ﬁnite difference approximations to yield a set of temporal update equations for {vx,vz,sxx,szz,sxz} at each cell – (a)
domain, and (b) free surface. Figures reproduced from Schroeder (2001).
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;
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¼ l ovx
oz
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 
;
ðB:1Þwhere velocity components are given by vx, vz and stress components are given by sxx, szz, and sxz. A staggered-grid approach
is used to discretize the governing Equations (B.1), where the staggered grid is depicted in Fig. B1. Center ﬁnite difference
approximations follow from response quantities located on this grid, which then yield temporal update equations. The
resulting update equations from for the interior domain are given as,vkþ0:5x ji;j ¼ vk0:5x ji;j þ
Dt
q
skxxji;j  skxxji1;j
Dx
þ s
k
xzji;j  skxzji;j1
Dz
" #
;
vkþ0:5z ji;j ¼ vk0:5z ji;j þ
Dt
q
skxzjiþ1;j  skxzji;j
Dx
þ s
k
zzji;jþ1  skzzji;j
Dz
" #
;
skþ1xx ji;j ¼ skxxji;j þ Dt ðkþ 2lÞ
vkþ0:5x jiþ1;j  vkþ0:5x ji;j
Dx
þ k v
kþ0:5
z ji;j  vkþ0:5x ji;j1
Dz
" #
;
skþ1zz ji;j ¼ skzzji;j þ Dt k
vkþ0:5x jiþ1;j  vkþ0:5x ji;j
Dx
þ ðkþ 2lÞ v
kþ0:5
z ji;j  vkþ0:5z ji;j1
Dz
" #
;
skþ1xz ji;j ¼ skxzji;j þ lDt ðkþ 2lÞ
vkþ0:5z ji;j  vkþ0:5z ji1;j
Dx
þ k v
kþ0:5
x ji;jþ1  vkþ0:5x ji;j
Dz
" #
;
ðB:2Þwhere, for example, skxxji;j denotes the discretized stress component sxx evaluated at time tk and location (xi, zj). Notice that the
grid velocities update ﬁrst on time half-steps, followed by stresses at a later half-step.
The free-surface boundary conditions are satisﬁed, in part, by introducing an extra row (j = 1) and enforcing zero stress
on the surface – see Fig. B1. The stress skþ1zz ji;0 lies directly on the free surface, while the stresses skþ1xz ji;0 straddles the free sur-
face, thus requiring averaging. These considerations yield the following stress conditions,skþ1zz ji;0 ¼ 0; skþ1xz ji;1 ¼ skþ1xz ji;0: ðB:3Þ
Velocity updating at the surface for vkþ0:5x ji;0 follows as per the interior domain B.2. However, vkþ0:5z ji;1 must be determined
by setting skþ1zz ji;0 to zero within (B.2), yieldingvkþ0:5z ji;1 ¼ vkþ0:5z ji;0 þ
k
kþ 2l
Dz
Dx
ðvkþ0:5x jiþ1;0  vkþ0:5x ji;0Þ: ðB:4ÞBased on the above interior and free-surface discrete equations, a ﬁnite difference simulator was written and used for the
comparisons in Section 4.
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